Part 4 – SONGS OF RELEASE – ‘God’ Mind Power – Christ Jesus, 26th, August 2018

“It is with Endless Joy that I come today to speak with you all, I Am The Christ and it is with My Boundless Celestial Love that Magnetized Me to share the Christ Letters through My Recorder, I Know that deep within each of you Your Timeless Joy of Humanity has drawn you here in to this United Forcefield, after eons of incarnations through many Planets and Star Systems that have allowed you to gain the Knowledge and Experiences, so that you could become those whose feet walk upon this Beloved and Sacred Planet Earth at this time. So much to know and so much confusion as to what is Truth, and what is not, or even what is Real and what is not. Your media disperses much news around the world that most of you remain connected to as reasonable account for what is happening upon the planet, yet ALL that news is a reality only in the eyes of those who remain caught up in the continuation of manipulated events, that are not Real from the Higher Consciousness Perspectives.

“What I wish to share with you today is that it is from within Divine Consciousness that all that you see and believe in has all manifested out of The Father’s Consciousness. You see there is NOTHING outside of Our Father/Mother’s Divine Light and Love, but it all can be individualized into varying degrees of Vibrational Resonance. That means that what is within Our Father’s Creation stays within Our Mother’s Creation and all that is required to transmute it from fear to Love, is LOVE! Not the love that is displayed in your movies and TV shows or lived out through your human dramas, but LOVE so Pure and Innocent that it cannot be destroyed by anything, neither thought, word or action.

“My Letters to Humanity have been written to tell humanity how they can make the transition from fear to Love and offer the only true means by which people will find the Path to the Spiritual dimension in which all human error fades away and only Love remains. And so, I come to you today to offer you such means with a deeper understanding for such a transition from where you are at present, to the next Levels of Vibrational Resonance. You see the means from any level to the next, is no different from another regarding the information I have shared in My 9 Letters, however the difference lies in the individual interpretations of what I am offering and depends upon the levels of consciousness and experiences of the difference by the Dear Souls who read My Words. Most could not begin to read them, nor would the Law of Attraction even bring them into their awareness, for the potentials are just not yet made available for them. So today I am going to direct My Love and Blessings to you who are here, poised upon the edge of something that is, even from our positions of Higher Consciousness, monumentus in Nature!

“But before I do this I wish to share something that is a concern to Me as I observe each of you who are reading or listening to this Discourse. What I Am Aware of is that within your auric fields there are many chords, ties if you like, that remain connected to varying types of attachments. These come in many forms and they appear in sizes from energy strands, microns thick to some as large as 4 inches in diameter. I am also noticing holes within some auric fields that need repair and closing, and these are related to old patterns of life choices that continue to hold onto pain and imbalances of past experiences. These are not insurmountable, but they are there at this time and these WILL only allow you to rise to certain levels of Vibrational Resonances. Dear Ones, these must be Healed if you are to capitalize on what is Now manifesting around you as New Opportunities of Expanded Consciousness.
“The other thing that I Am Aware of and is that which is affecting virtually all of you in different ways, that is the energy transmissions that come from your everyday appliances and world technologies. In My day upon the Earth we did not have any such interference, nor did we have such technology that today pervade, saturate, infiltrate and steep your attentions away from that which you Know within your Hearts are not for your Highest Good. Not having all these distractions in My time upon Earth it was easier to do the Work I came to do, time was abundant and without the distraction of present day life or the adulterated and processed foods and drink, not to mention the mountains of industrial waste and contaminated environments, of earth, air, water and fire. So, you see while one is trying to make the connections needed to attain Christ Consciousness, one must first free themselves from all such things. This is virtually impossible in today’s world but is not out of the question. It is easier to transmute lower vibrational frequencies from a Higher Resonance than it is from a lower resonance to Transform into a Higher One! And so, I am here today to say to you, your choices are very important now, as you Stand Forth upon a place where a single wrong choice can tip the balance.

“You know this, but I need to tell you for it is of the Greater Benefit to Your Divine Service at this time, to correct all that you are in awareness of that no longer Serves you! The other aspect that you all face that will assist once this is pondered further; that is the distance between your Membership, while you remain spread all over the world working through a technology that does not support Christ Consciousness in physical interaction is Highly recommended sooner rather than later. Most of you are aware of the Pyramidal Temples of Light that are within the Realms of the Elemental Grace Alliance, and I tell you none of these Communities will have such interferences of any of those things I have now brought to your attention. So again, the quicker you come together as a Group or within smaller Groups, the better. I was able to do the Work I attained, because I had around Me, My Disciples and those who became My Family, those of the Essenes. They were My Support for without them I would not have been able to do what I came to Earth to do! Lady Nada speaks of this in the Elemental Grace Alliance.

“There are ways you can remain working in the environments that you presently live, but these I will leave to Lord Melchizedek to address when the right Moment arrives. Until then, I ask that you give all this some serious contemplation and make whatever choices you can with diligence and clear intention to make manifest!

“Not to make this Discourse too long, I now wish to speak of that which has drawn Me here. The use of ‘God’ Mind Power! The same Power that is deep within each of you, but now unavailable, until you have cleared the last remnants of your old lives. You are here are you not, making your Decrees and Invocations of stepping into your New Lives! That is why We have come to Stand with you, to offer you all the Support and Guidance possible. To Move Forward Now My Dear Friends, and I say Friends for you Know We All Know each other! You who came to Support Me when we were in Palestine I now come to help you where ever you are in the World.

“If you wish all the detail then I present to you here Letter 3 of the Christ Letters in particular, for in this Letter the basis of what I am telling you now is there. Everything in a physical plane is Matter-Spirit and Spirit-Matter. So when one is in need of everything and your Consciousness Resonates at a Level of the Christ, that which is needed can be brought into manifestation by the Power of ‘God’ Mind. When I Precipitated the fish and bread, I knew that they were Matter -
Spirit and that knowing that the Substance of All matter is Matter – Spirit made visible, all I needed to do was to call upon the Father’s Light and the Mother’s Love to Me and then to open Myself as a Clear Vessel, allowing this ‘God’ Mind Power, to pass through me. I knew that the Nature of Mother /Father God was the fulfillment of every need and so all I had to do was to call upon the Father/Mother to Activate this Mind Power.

“I then Blessed the fish and food and gave thanks to it and as I did I felt the ‘God’ Mind Power passing through My body and hands and I knew the people’s hunger would be satisfied. I did not know how this would be, I just KNEW it would. There was not an ounce of doubt in My Consciousness and so it was with Absolute Trust and Faith, I watched as the food multiplied as did the baskets that held the food.

“Likewise, when people came to Me for Healing it was the ‘God’ Mind Power that I opened to. Knowing that no matter what the ailment, disease, disorder, affliction or hardship, it would be Healed. I Knew that the Perfection of what that being was calling for the ‘Return of Light’ back into their Life and as the Divine Conduit of the Father’s Light and Mother’s Love I had the Responsibility to Honor that calling! I NEVER turned away any person who came to Me for Healing! Just as God would NEVER deny any of His/Her Children who calls for whatever they are in need of! The call is Heard and the Need fulfilled!

“In ‘God’ Mind Consciousness, the Energy, when one acts Purely out of a ‘Love Consciousness’ to accomplish Good and Benevolence for others, the only limits to the Father’s Mother’s Love Work’ within the world, are the limits which man’s mind sets upon that work. Such changes in ‘matter’ can only take place when the consciousness of ‘man’ is Perfectly in Harmony and United with ‘Father/Mother Universal Consciousness’.

“This is all I wish to say to you this day! Faith is faith. It is a ‘power of total conviction’ in the mind, possessing the mind and cannot be restricted in ‘size’.

“Faith, arising out of your need to believe in something, because such a belief will serve your purposes in some way, can be powerful and strong, but never could it be estimated in ‘size’ or ‘achievement’! Belief is even stronger. Belief is the offspring of hearsay and logic. Because you have heard something and been convinced that what you have heard or read is true, you develop a deep belief in what you have heard. You believe it to be true. You believe in a total, complete way which defies contradiction.

“I am constantly telling people: ‘Believe you will receive, and you will receive’. And when you have received, especially those things that defy the human laws of manifestation, then your belief becomes Knowing and in Knowing, no doubt exists, it has left to consciousness forever! To get this process started you need Trust, for without Trust, Faith cannot exist. Trust and Faith go hand in hand! It is all a matter of training, experimenting, being open minded and testing the waters but never giving up because something has not worked. If it has not worked, it is because there is something within you that remains tied to your Energetic Fields. Clear your Entire Being by whatever means you have Dear One’s, Call on Me to help you. But better still Call upon the Divine ‘God’ Mind Power Consciousness, Trust and have Faith in your Own Connections to Me and Your Divine Mother’s Love and Father’s Light in Your Life!
“I Am The Christ Jesus offering each of you reading or listening to this, The Father and the Mother will come now to you through Me for any Healing you may request as your present Need to become a Greater Servant to Mother Earth and Humanity!

“And So It Is. I Am LOVE with You!”